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World culture besieged 

It goes without saying that for some dozen months the main 
factor shaping the socio-economic and cultural life in Poland 
and worldwide has been the COVID-19 pandemic and all 
that was connected with it, also local and cross-border strat-
egies of fighting against the virus, as well as of preventing its 
results. The elements which significantly affected the opera-
tions of many branches and the future of thousands of busi-
nesses and people employed in them were the temporary 
restrictions on running business activity and on mobility. 
According to OECD, owing to the policy of limiting social ac-
tivity within public space, about 85.000 museums were tem-
porarily closed to the public (i.e., 90% of the existing ones), 
whereas the reopening of the remaining 10% was threat-
ened owing to epidemic-caused financial difficulties.1 Over 
a half of the museums (60%) suffered the decline of their 
proceeds from day-to-day activity, and due to the worsening 
mood in financial markets they also observed their donors’ 
diminished readiness to support their activity. As a conse-
quence, the majority of them were forced to revise their 
budgets for 2020, halt or temporarily suspend a part of their 
projects, planned display and educational events, conserva-
tion works, and research projects.2

In Poland, the decision to close the culture sector to the 
public owing to the pandemic was made on 11 March at the 

session of the Governmental Team for Crisis Management 
in communication with the Minister of Culture and National 
Heritage.3 In the post-1989 history of Polish culture this had 
been unprecedented. The last lockdown of the culture sec-
tor was introduced by the legal authorities in Communist 
Poland almost 40 years earlier having imposed martial law 
in December 1981 as stipulated by the Military Council of 
National Salvation (WRON).4 Despite the sources and his-
torical contexts for these decisions being different, what the 
two have in common are the consequences and the situa-
tion of the cultural institutions following these decisions, as 
well as of the individuals and businesses which cooperated 
with them and of the artists. In both cases the institutions 
were closed overnight, thus limiting access to cultural offer, 
whilst artists and other professional groups connected with 
the culture sector were deprived of the possibility to work 
in their profession and earning their living.5 From the point 
of view of the studies in the participation in culture and his-
tory of culture they delineate two symbolic borderlines be-
tween two social realities of which one was created out of 
the blue in reaction to extraordinary circumstances the state 
and society found themselves in; upon the announcement 
of the first lockdown the world so well known to us came to 
a standstill, while the right to freedom of social life (Arts. 30 
and 33), economic life (Art. 20), and cultural life (Arts. 6.1 
and 73 in the Constitution of the Republic of Poland) were 
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either limited or suspended.6 Under the new circumstances 
the public disappeared from museums, and together with 
them, in a sense, we disappeared, too: museum curators 
and museum educators, working remotely, quarantining, or 
sick with COVID-19. Like thousands of other people, we be-
gan experiencing anxiety and threat which were intensified 
with the lack of the answer to the most relevant questions 
related to the nearest future of museums, when we would 
return to the situation which we could call normality from 
today’s perspective. These are important questions which 
until the moment of this text being written have remained 
unanswered.

Beginning of the pandemic
The analysis of the data collected during the research titled 
Cultural Institutions during COVID-19. Museum Strategies 
for Reaching the Public7 conducted among museum educa-
tors by the Forum of Museum Educators as commissioned 
by the National Institute for Museums and Public Collections 
(NIMOZ) showed that the COVID-19 pandemic came as 
a great surprise to museum curators. The fact that the vi-
rus attacked comprehensively museums as institutions was 
widely acknowledged, while 75% of the respondents de-
clared that museums had been prepared neither logistically 
nor technically to operate in the difficult time of the raging 
pandemic. What proved a real challenge to museums were 
government’s decisions to halt tourism and to introduce so-
cial distancing, which reduced the number of the public by 
44% as compared to the previous year.8 A low turnout im-
plied lower proceeds from ticket sale and financial difficul-
ties on the horizon with respect to the implementation of 
the ongoing and accepted projects for 2020. In order to save 
them, decisions were often made to halt the ongoing invest-
ment projects, while research and conservation works were 
suspended or delayed. Despite those difficulties the major-
ity of the museums did not reduce their full-time employ-
ment-contract staff (79.6%). An exception having been the 
group of staff employed under civil law contracts, assigned 
mainly the tasks of making the collections available to the 
public and dealing with the public’s services and education. 
Every second of the surveyed museums (54.2%), owing to 
the lack of visitors and fearing the financial liquidity crisis, 
either terminated contracts with educators or did not pro-
long them. Almost a half of them (45.8%) offered educators 
other employment opportunities, mainly related to launch-
ing and operating educational programmes online or a po-
sition in a different museum department.9 During the first 
weeks or even months of the pandemic, no experience in 
managing cultural institutions in crisis made it difficult to 
construct likely hypotheses as for the consequences that 
lack of the public would have on museums. It was all the 
more difficult for museum curators, since they had a vivid 
memory of museums on 11 March, namely on the day be-
fore their closure: filled with crowds visiting exhibitions, par-
ticipating in stationary museum classes and workshops, or 
waiting in line for cheaper tickets which they would often 
buy entire months ahead of time. At that point nobody was 
surprised at it, since the summer season was approaching 
fast together with high turnout characteristic of it, and with 
it also the chance to break yet another admission record.10

Educational lockdown

The first lockdown made the majority of museum curators 
face many logistic challenges concentrating on two major 
areas: both important and difficult, both of unprecedent-
ed proportions. The first essential problem was lack of the 
public and its consequences. The public who are the driving 
force of all museum projects disappeared overnight, and the 
scale of this phenomenon and its duration heralded to mu-
seum curators changes and challenges connected with gain-
ing new competences and experience. The sight of deserted 
museum spaces also had its more down-to-earth financial 
dimension. A part of museums, owing to limitations in the 
access to cultural institutions, gave up any investment in 
educational infrastructure, temporary exhibitions, or educa-
tional programmes, since there was no one to benefit from 
them.11 During the pandemic, a frequent picture were edu-
cational materials, having been printed a dozen of months 
or so before, piling up on shelves and collecting dust, await-
ing the moment when visitors, who were nowhere in sight, 
would pick them up. Another, possibly even more serious 
problem was a human dimension, and related to the lack 
of stationary jobs for museum educators during that time. 
This affected a numerous, and important from the point of 
view of contemporary museum’s mission group of profes-
sionals who are less willingly than other professionals em-
ployed under a full-time employment contract. A definite 
majority of them cooperate with cultural institutions under 
unfavourable civil law contracts. In the case of this group 
lack of visitors often meant the job loss, and together with 
it also the loss of the feeling of a relative stability, replaced 
with uncertainty about tomorrow and questions about the 
developments in store. The problem was particularly acute 
in large museums who, owing to their sizeable educational 
offer, either employed or cooperated with teams of some 
dozen or even more educators. With a substantial part of 
them (12.5% of museums run by the Ministry and 20% by 
local governments), museum directors preventively termi-
nated contracts upon the outburst of the pandemic in order 
to secure their budgets and jobs for full-time employees.12 
Over that time, 79.6 % of educators did not change their 
workplace, and actually, in private museums their number 
even grew. 

As shown by numerous reports on the state of culture 
published in the countries afflicted by the pandemic, the 
financial standing of cultural institutions significantly dete-
riorated, while one of the tools meant to improve it was per-
ceived in firing the staff who were not full-time employees. 
Such hard decisions were faced by directors of both small 
local museums and of institutions with multi-million bud-
gets, before the pandemic generously provided for by their 
organizers and numerous donors.13

The online education project
As said above, government’s decisions on introducing 
sanitary limitations and a temporary closure of various 
economy sectors did not spare cultural institutions. They 
caused that museums simply came to a halt, at the begin-
ning of the pandemic for almost twenty days, but finally for  
several to some dozen weeks. In any case, the reality in 
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which they were to operate was so unclear that modelling 
any expectations as for their future and impact on them 
bore a high risk. Importantly, prior to the pandemic the ma-
jority of them had among their monthly liabilities various 
civil law contracts concluded with e.g., museum educators. 
Finally, a certain rescue for that professional group and for 
museum educational functions was found in the digitizing 
of museum collections and also of their offer, the process 
which due to the pandemic significantly speeded up. The 
question that may be asked on the occasion is whether 
the process that occurred can be regarded as a revolution? 
Before we try to answer it, let us separate digitizing whose 
purpose is to digitally secure the image of historic items for 
documentation or academic research from other forms of 
museum digital activity, e.g., online courses, contents pub-
lished in social media, on museum websites, or on stream-
ing portals, the latter of interest to us owing to their edu-
cational component.

In the majority of museums the digitizing of their offer 
started several weeks after the first lockdown, and despite 
running different courses, the processes all had the same 
goal: to re-establish communication with the public, and, 
with a bit of luck, to create a group of recipients who after 
the isolation period were hungry for a contact with culture. 
Online education, earlier marginalized in museums’ activity, 
during the pandemic suddenly exploded.14 Social distanc-
ing and closing museums to the public caused a four-fold 
increase in the number of museums posting materials on-
line.15 The participants in the research Cultural Institutions 
during COVID-19. Museum Strategies for Reaching the Public 
adopted different strategies for the development of this 
channel of communicating with their public. At the begin-
ning of the pandemic, almost a half of the education de-
partments of the participants (47.3%) did not have equip-
ment necessary for the implementation of tasks connected 
with online education. Among that group the largest per-
centage (83.4%) were institutions financed by local govern-
ments. A different attitude was represented by every fourth 
of the respondents, most frequently employees of muse-
ums co-run by a ministry (54.5%).16 The drop of the turn-
out and the implied decrease in proceeds from ticket sale 
did not impede museums in acquiring technological devices  
necessary for registering and editing audio and video mate-
rials, e.g., cameras, stands, headsets, lamps, speakers, light-
ing. Additionally, the museums acquired essential licences, 
mainly for software used for processing and editing audio-
visual materials. However, in order to actively participate in 
the virtual world, also people and their ideas are needed. 
The pandemic showed what a great potential is comprised 
in the individuals employed at museums: the majority of 
them are staff who boast adequate competences to imple-
ment tasks connected with the virtual world (71.7%), only 
every third respondent was of a different opinion.

Setting up new communication channels with the public 
required from museum curators elaboration of the strategy 
for creating and publishing contents. Initially, owing to the 
pace at which they were published, they were of mediocre 
quality, if judged against the contemporary technological 
capacity, however along with the increasing stabilization 
of the museums’ situation, the process of their creation 
was promptly professionalized, and at the moment they 

do not differ in quality from other contents available on-
line. At the beginning, education departments mainly digi-
tized and shared contents well known to the public from 
stationary workshops, however, with time they began pre-
paring proposals better matching the public’s expectations 
and the technological potential offered by tools for digital 
content presentations. The majority of the respondents 
(76.9%) when working out the goals and assumptions for 
educational activities resorted to the results of the public’s 
satisfaction and expectation survey, mostly conducted in-
dependently (32.8%), and shared the contents created on 
their grounds using popular services: YouTube (18.75%), 
Facebook (16.6%), or Instagram (15.63%). The least popu-
lar with museum curators were museum websites (18.75%) 
and e-mail (13.54%), today considered as traditional means. 
A certain novelty proposed by museums were webinars of-
fered by every tenth museum (8.33%) or contents shared 
on TikTok, niche in cultural institutions, as used merely by 
1% of the respondents.17 There is no doubt, however, that 
the pandemic and sanitary restrictions connected with it 
turned out to be a strong stimulus for a prompt digitiz-
ing of museum educational offer and the reason why its 
share in the museum resources increased almost four-fold  
(382.k87%), on average constituting 16.4%. Compared to the 
previous years, interest in this type of offer was also higher.18

What after the pandemic?
A year has passed since the outbreak of the pandemic: the 
time in the course of which museums were closed and re-
opened several times. The brief, sometimes several-week 
periods of being open to the public, were enthusiastically 
taken advantage of in order to, following weeks of isola-
tion, visit favourite sites on the cultural map and ‘breathe 
in’ a bit of a different, and actually maybe the well-known 
‘old’ world. After all, museums are peculiar institutionalized 
time capsules. However, even they had to yield to changes. 
The pandemic affected our reality, and that, in turn, affected 
museums. Today, a dozen months later, they are still the 
same institutions, yet thanks to fast digitizing of their of-
fer, they allow doors to two worlds: the real and the virtual 
one. The virtual museum world has been available for many 
years now, however, never before had it offered so much on 
such a large scale. Over a half of the respondents (54.7%) 
observe positive aspects of the online education and are of 
the opinion that the programmes for remote education in 
combination with stationary classes will create a new hy-
brid model of museum learning. An important indicator of 
interest in such education forms is the percentage of classes 
conducted in real time, which in the past year stood on aver-
age at 40%. Audio and video materials shared on museum 
websites (35.5%) and on YouTube (27.4%) enjoy a slightly 
smaller popularity.19 Every fourth respondent (24.5%) is of 
the opinion that when the pandemic finishes, museums will 
only offer stationary educational programmes, while 7.5% 
think that the change in their character is here to stay. When 
a year ago museum websites published the first online edu-
cational programmes, museum curators and educators were 
convinced that it was the beginning of a ‘revolution’ in the 
access to museum offer. Not only in designing interaction 
with the public, but also in creating groups of the public and 
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the reach of the published materials. We were watching the 
horizon to spot any forecasts of the upcoming revolution 
which was to transform analogical museology into digital 
one. It did not happen, however. Undoubtedly, the process 
of awaited change was launched, and proved successful to 
a degree, this demonstrated in e.g., the percentage of on-
line classes among the educational programmes submitted 
for trade prizes for 2020. However, is this the herald of the 
revolution in museums? In colloquial language the term 
‘revolution’ is understood as a sudden event whose holistic 
consequences lead to multi-aspect changes of a spontane-
ous and fundamental character. Is digitizing of the museum 
offer a phenomenon of this quality? It certainly is not in the 
given meaning, since it was not a spontaneous activity, but 
planned, with the goal defined beforehand. Additionally, the 
rejection of such a hypothesis is supported by the fact that 
each time culture was reopened, a mass-scale return of the 
public to museums occurred, this accompanied by a decline 
of interest in the online offer. This may testify to the need of 
a direct contact of the public with museums, art collections, 
and stationary museum learning. 

Are they supreme goals overshadowing all the remain-
ing solutions? There is no doubt that during the pandemic 
museums underwent the process of changes which, how-
ever, should not be considered in the category of revolution 
but evolution, in whose course museum staff gained new 
competences, became acquainted with new communica-
tion channels with the public and with work methods. Such 
gained experience is likely to stay with them for long, if not 
for ever. Nonetheless, can the digital experience of museum 
curators and the public from the pandemic replace the inter-
action in person or a direct contact with museum items, the 
latter being the supreme goal of museums? Contemporary 
museums and social reality, remaining in constant move, 
affect one another. The pandemic demonstrated how dy-
namic the relation is. In brief intervals between subsequent 
waves of the virus, due to remote schooling museum spaces 
did not fill up with pupils. Owing to mobility and tourism 
restrictions introduced by the government, neither foreign 
tourists nor domestic excursions visited museums. However, 
whenever there appeared information in the media about 
the reopening of the culture sector, the awaited public flocked 
to the majority of museums. Who dominated were individual  
visitors, coming on their own or in small, usually, family 
groups. In random conversations with museum curators 
they said that they had come to the museum seeking the 
pre-pandemic normality, and referred to going out to visit 
a museum inaccessible for a longer time in categories of 
a celebration or therapy. Whenever the opportunity arose 
during the pandemic, the public always showed up, regard-
less of the offer prepared for them at that particular point. 

In many a case, visitors flocked to museums simply to spend 
time in the surroundings they knew so well, to see again the 
permanent exhibitions they had seen many times before. 
Also to rediscover museums anew.

Importantly, the museums reopened intermittently did not 
provide their visitors with any stationary educational projects 
owing to the valid sanitary regulations. This, however, did not 
discourage the public from visiting them. Finally, in late May 
2021, the government loosened the restrictions enough for 
stationary learning to return to museums, first in the form of 
classes held outdoors, and gradually directly in galleries and 
workshop rooms. Straight away, a sudden drop in the pub-
lic’s interest in online educational offer, prepared so pains-
takingly and with focus on detail, was observed. As a result, 
its share in museums’ offer fell to merely several per cent.

When this paper is being written in mid-June 2021, 
through the window the public enlivened with the summer 
sun can be heard: they are coming to museums in increas-
ingly bigger numbers and more boldly. After such a long 
break school students, exhausted with months of remote 
learning, have returned to them. Educational classes and 
workshops are conducted. The first international tourists 
are appearing. Museums are operating almost ‘normally’, 
and though the number of visitors has been growing, time 
is needed for the turnout to reach that from before the 
pandemic. This, however, does not alter the fact that the 
online offer in the context of the current number of visitors 
has slightly lost its prominence. 

***
Finally, let us ask the question regarding motivations of the 
visitors who during the pandemic stormed the ajar museum 
gates. From the comments of the visitors to the Wilanów 
Museum, shared in passing, a coherent picture of a museum 
during the pandemic emerges: it is accompanied by the feel-
ing that it constitutes a place giving the feeling of agency in 
reaching the goal that the times from before the pandemic 
and the normality they entail are. Furthermore, museums 
are also organizations performing therapeutic functions, by 
facilitating a direct multisensory contact with art and peo-
ple of culture. These aspects of the museum curator’s work 
have to be borne in mind, since they are a part of the mu-
seum evolution.

Will the new public be like this? What will their expecta-
tions be? What language will we use to communicate with 
them? Will museums, apart from being a meeting venue, 
turn into therapeutic centres, offering a healing repose in 
the tough contemporary world? Time will show. These are, 
undoubtedly, issues that museum curators have to seriously 
reflect on, since their future work format will depend on the 
responses to the above questions.

Abstract: In the paper the results of research titled Cultural 
Institutions during COVID-19. Museum Strategies for Reaching 
the Public are presented. It was conducted by the Forum of 
Museum Educators as commissioned by the National Institute 
for Museums and Public Collections (NIMOZ). The main 

purpose was to show the impact of the pandemic on the  
operations of museums after 12 March 2020 when the decision 
was made in Poland to close the culture sector to the public; 
the aim was also to diagnose and analyse problems that the 
pandemic caused, and to point to the directions of impact on 
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cultural institutions possible in the future, namely after restor-
ing ‘normality’. The perspective adopted in the research, i.e., 
institutional and individual one, enables a multifaceted analysis 
of the processes initiated by museums in response to unclear 

and often complicated mechanisms of the new pandemic re-
ality, which still today, some dozen months since its outbreak, 
continues for museums the source of challenges as far as lo-
gistics and financing issues are concerned.

Keywords: culture digitisation, culture during the pandemic, museum education, museums, museums during the pan-
demic, online education.
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